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La Niña may not happen after all. 

Federal climate scientists on Thursday dialed back their forecast for the influential weather pattern that is 
sometimes associated with dry years in parts of the Americas, including California — where another winter of 
scant rain could wreak havoc on the drought-plagued state. 

California saw near-normal precipitation in most places last winter, but the state is still wrestling with the 
fallout from an unprecedented four-year dry spell before that. Water supplies are only beginning to recover, and 
many farmers and small towns still face restrictions while fish and forests continue to languish. 

In a report this week, the Climate Prediction Center, a division of the National Weather Service, projected that 
the equatorial Pacific probably won’t see the abnormally cool temperatures — and the corresponding effects on 
the atmosphere — that characterize La Niña. 

The update marked a shift from earlier this year when the agency pegged the odds of a La Niña in fall or winter 
at 75 percent. The report said neutral conditions in the tropical Pacific are now most likely — a 55 to 60 percent 
chance. 

“The forecaster consensus prefers this outcome, which is supported by the lack of significant anomalies in 
several indicators over the past month — winds, convection, subsurface temperatures,” the report said. 

While La Niñas provide no guarantee of what the weather will hold, the phenomenon and its sibling, El Niño, 
are opposite ends of a pattern in the Pacific that is closely watched and relied upon by forecasters. The pattern, 
and its strength, have helped anticipate floods and drought around the world. 

In California, La Niña years have often tracked with less rain and snow, particularly in the south. According to 
Golden Gate Weather Services, 19 of the 20 La Niñas since 1950 have correlated with below-average rain in 
Southern California. Statewide, precipitation has hovered around 90 percent of average during La Niñas. 

La Niñas often follow strong El Niños, like the one seen earlier this year that had temperatures in the equatorial 
Pacific as high as 7 degrees above normal. The same currents that draw the warm water in help flush it out. 

This summer, however, the warm water has not dissipated as quickly as expected. 

While a La Niña could still emerge this year, its absence leaves a vacuum for forecasters — and fewer clues on 
whether California will shake free of the drought.  


